2012 KEURING REPORTS

Wyngate Equestrian Center – Walworth, WI
Host: Sara Krause
Jury: Bart Henstra - Netherlands, Lana Sneddon - Indiana.
.
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2012 marks the first time a keuring has been held at Wingate Equestrian Center,
hosted by Sarah Krause. Though chilly weather greeted us, the welcome by this host
and participants was friendly and warm in this pleasant facility.
Dressage Horses
The day started well with the first IBOP Dressage test of 4-year old Dalanta MG
(Johnson out of Valanta elite by Goodtimes, bred by Fam. Luimstra) owned and
ridden by Abby Onsgard. This tall, uphill built, long legged and elegant mare showed
great posture and balance, especially in her canter. She has a very good use of her
neck in all her supple gaits. In addition to her canter, the uphill balance incorporated
good length of stride and technique. Dalanta MG is very supple in her transitions and
is easy to collect. Combined with her good rideability this mare scored 80.5 for her
IBOP and DG Bar Cup, receiving 8.5 for canter, self-carriage & balance. Later in the
day this mare also earned her ster predicate with 80 for conformation and was
designated keur eligible, thus attaining her keur predicate. Dalanta proudly wore the
Best Adult Dressage Horse ribbon of this keuring.
Also receiving his ster predicate was the 3-year old Eragon (Goodtimes x Nirvana ster
by Fleming) bred and owned by Larry and Kathy Childs of Crooked Post Farm. This
scopey gelding showed good ability for jumping with very good use of his haunches.
Eragon has quick reflexes and good scope but was somewhat forward in his take-off.

Dalanta MG under saddle

Young Horses
Best Young Dressage Horse, Hollister (UB40 out of Nirvana ster by Fleming) bred and
owned by Larry and Kathy Childs. Hollister has a good dressage conformation: uphill
and long legged with a well-shaped long neck. He showed good technique in
movement, but could be more supple. In second place was the pinto UB40 filly,
Himalaya SF, out of Nemels elite by Samber, bred and owned by Amy Sabino of
Sabino Farm. Another good dressage type, this filly has good technique in her gaits,
but could add more suppleness and powerful for higher scores.

Dalanta MG - conformation

Best Jumper Horse of the Wyngate keuring was Hottie Lottie SPF (Parco out of Ulottie
by Goodtimes) bred and owned by Tracy Geller of Six Pound Farm. This filly exhibits
much expression, is well developed, long lined, has good proportions and is well
muscled. Hottie Lottie SPF has an active trot, but could be more balanced in her
canter.

First premium listings and riding classes
Foals - Dressage
#206 Hollister (UB40 x Fleming)
#205 Himalaya (UB40 x Samber)
#204 Helena (Rousseau x Fidermark)
#209 Honnah Lee (Negro x Riverman
Firestone

Foals - Jumping
#211 Hottie Lottie SPF
2-Year Olds - Jumper
#212 Firestone (Silverstone x Corland)
#214 Frequency SPF (Special Memories x Goodtimes)
Stb/Ster Inspection - Dressage Mares
#217 Dalanta MG (Johnson x Goodtimes) Keur
Stb/Ster Inspections - Jumper Geldings
#216 Eragon (Goodtimes x Nirvana)
Dressage IBOP and DG Bar Cup for 4-Year Olds
#217 Dalanta MG (Johnson x Goodtimes) 80.5

Frequency SPF
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Reports from the Road generally
feature first premium horses.
More complete results will be
published at a later date.

